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SJSU athletics could leave Big West
Spartans look at Western Athletic Conference
By Marc J. Spears
Spartan Duly Staff Wrner,

National television exposure,
bowl-game possibilities, sold-out
crowds and a chance to make
big money may be in the works
for SJSU football.
With the recent moving of
Texas, Texas Tech, Baylor, and
Texas A & M into the Big Eight
Conference, a change in other
conferences may occur.
One such change could be
SJSU moving into the Western
Athletic Conference.
.The Southwest Conference
currently has only four schools
left: Houston, Rice, Southern
Methodist, and Texas Christian.
Because of the Big Eight
adding four members, the WAC
may gain members from, or lose
them to, the SWC, which will
soon try to add institutions.

An invitation to join the WAC
may then come to SJSU and
other institutions.
"Such a move is not to say
we don’t like the Big West
Conference, particularly from
a basketball perspective. We’re
not trying to get out of a conference, but enhance our programs
by aligning with a conference
that has a more formidable football package," said Stan Morrison, men s head basketball
coach.
"Schools like Utah, the Air
Force Academy, San Diego State,
and Fresno State give us a
chance to fill our football
stadium. Let’s face it, football is
the most capable sport of
producing revenue by virtue of
stadium size."
SJSU Athletic Director Tom
Brennan was not available to give

insight into this potential move.
An unnamed source said he is
currently visiting WAC institutions to establish a foothold
where they would be more
receptive to SJSU.
Head football coach John
Ralston feels that the current
Big West division for football is not very attractive to local
fans.
"Trying to get our fans to
identify with Louisiana Tech and
Southwest Louisiana is very difficult. It didn’t enhance the division when we moved Northern
Illinois and Arkansas State in,"
Ralston said.
"Upgrading and scheduling
rivalries is so much more
renowned. Our biggest crowd
has always been Fresno State.
San Diego State and BYU can
also be a sell-out, just like

Stanford and Cal (UC Berkeley).
The
product
would
be
much better."
There are many scenarios that
could happen, and a move
here or there will affect whether
SJSU leaves or stays in the Big
West.
The WAC’s television contract
ends after the 1995 season,
which has caused them to consider expansion.
They want to add teams with
large media markets to enhance
their division and make the
league more appealing.
San Jose is the third-largest
city in California, and is the fifthlargest media market in the
country.
It also is first in disposable
income and is easily accessible
with a major airport only seven
minutes from campus.
SJSU may also have increased
its chance by adding Wisconsin,

Baylor, University of Southern
California and possibly Stanford
to future games at Spartan Stadium.
"The success of television
would always be based on a
capacity or near capacity crowd.
Nothing is more deadly
than a ball going into the air
and seeing that the stadium
is empty. The viewers don’t
want to watch an event that can’t
even bring a crowd," Ralston
said.
Besides SJSU, the University
of Nevada at Las Vegas, Tulsa,
Houston and Louisville are some
of the other schools being considered by the WAC, according
to the Mercury News.
Changing to the WAC would
affect 11 of the 15 sports programs at SJSU.
The men’s soccer team and
men’s gymnastics would
probably remain in the Moun-

tain-Pacific Federation, the
women’s gymnastics team would
probably stay in the Big West or
become independent and judo
would not be affected because it
is not an NCAA sanctioned
sport
"It would be a big boost
to the (football) program and
it would enable us to
compete with a higher level of
competition," sophomore
defensive lineman Tony Gratton
said.
"I don’t think that joining the
WAC will change our
competition necessarily, but if it
is better for basketball and football I would be for it," junior
women’s golfer Nicole Mateme
said.
A move to the WAC would
also give SJSU a chance to rejoin
a conference with rival Cal State
See WAC. page 3

A.S. candidates
speak to voters
explained to the audience their
political platforms and what
A.S. elections are just around they would like to do for the
the corner, but already prepara- campus. The candidates briefly
tions are underway to publicize introduced themselves and
the SJSU student candidates explained what position they
are running for to the audirunning for office.
The first candidates forum ence.
There are about
was held Wednes35 people running
day in the Student
for office, which
Union amphithedoes not include
ater and will continwrite-in candidates.
ASSOC UMW
ue today at 7:30
Jerome Martin,
p.m. in the Dinning STIM DOTS
the election officer
Commons.
for A.S. elections
The candidates
said the purpose of
forum is for the
the
candidates
candidates running
forum is to find out
for office in the A.S.
elections. The candidates run- where the executives stand on
ning for executive positions are: various issues.
"The purpose of the candipresident, vice-president and
dates forum is to.. .expose the
controller.
The panel asked the students campus community to the canrunning for president three didates who are running (and)
give students a better view of
questions.
Two questions were directed the candidate in a public setat the controller and vice-presi- ting," Martin said.
Martin also believes students
dential candidates.
The executive candidates
See ELECTIONS. page 3
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Associated Students presidential candidate Andrea Wagner, center,
spoke at an open forum Wednesday in the Student Union amphithe-

Dropping in on science

ater along with candidates Blair Whitney and Alfonso De Alba. The
three discussed student involvement in campus issues

Week to honor women
By Deana Smith
Spanan Daily Staff Writer

PpLianoag.yt4rIewriter
Rockets will be lifting and
eggs will be dropping from
S SU’s Duncan Hall this Saturday.
The College of Science and
companies such as IBM and
Lockheed are sponsoring the
annual MESA (Math,
Engineering, Science
Achievement) Day. It
will take place from
9:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m.
The day involves
487 sixth through
12th graders competing against each
other in math, language arts and hands-on activines. The MESA students will be
aiming from 25 different
schools in Santa Clara County to
demonstrate their skills.
"MESA Day gives students an
opportunity to challenge themselves and be recognized for
their accomplishments," director
of MESA/MSP Luisa Priddy
said.
In the math competition students are given difficult mathe-

matics tests. In language arts tions are important because they
they are tested in speech and test different types of skills," Pridspelling and are required to dy said. "They’re primary preengineering types of activities."
write essays.
The hands-on competitions
All of the competitions are
attract the most attention. After judged by volunteers from sponfollowing specific rules and soring companies as well as SJSU
guidelines, students build and MESA students.
construct different devices.
Miguel Diaz, a civil engineerOne activity is the ing major, has been involved in
egg
drop
that MESA for three and a half years.
requires students to
He said, "MESA is an academbuild a device to hold ic enrichment tool. It gives stua raw egg. The Ng is dents an opportunity to be
then dropped from around other students that have
six stories. Winners the same interests."
are chosen based on
Diaz will be conducting the
whose egg does not rocket competition at MESA
Day. He believes "People today
break.
Another activity is look at youth as troubled and
the rocket competition. Students MESA Day gives an opportunity
are required to research and to show what you got.
Other contributors to the
write an essay about rockets and
actually put one together. The event are parents. According to
participants are judged on how Priddy MESA gets tremendous
long their rocket hangs in the support from parents.
This year, parents will be proair and how well the rocket is
viding an inexpensive lunch for
built.
Other competitions include the students.
Priddy said, "I started out as a
the building of bridges, straw
towers, macaroni cars and glid- parent. My daughter was a
ers.
See MESA. page 3
"I think all of the competi-

Women’s Week 1994 celebrates the new face of feminism through a variety of
events from March 7 to March
10.
The Woman’s Resource
Center (WRC) has coordinated this week to honor
Women’s History Month. The
WRC, which is funded by
Associated Students, is the
only SJSU crganization run by
and for women.
"Historically, women have
been excluded from history,
so this week shows that what
women do is important and
counted," Cherri Gomez,
WRC coordinator, said.
Women’s Week kicks off on
Monday with a keynote
address from Gail Tillen. a
pro-choice candidate ri lllll ing
for 7th District counsel. A selfdefense workshop, which is
back by popular demand, will
also be held.
According to Gomez, the
self-defense workshop provides students with an informational lecture and hands-on
experience so they have the
ability to defend themselves.

"It started as a therapeutic
A new event this year is the
Clothesline Project, lasting process, then it became more
through the week, which is of a learning experience and
sponsored locally by the an awareness for everyone,"
Women’s
International Sunny Miller, WRC coordinaLeague for Peace and Free- tor. said.
An arts and crafts fair will
dom (W1LPF). This project is
to provide a visible testimony also be going on throughout
the week.
of the deep
(.)n Wednespain women
day, HERtheir
and
after 5, an
ones ’Historically,
loved
female
have experiwomen have been all
musical
enced
excluded from
group, will
because
of
be performviolence
history ... ’
ing in the
against
amphithewomen. DecoCherri Gomez ater. Also
rated T-shirts,
on Wednesblouses and
WRC coordinator
day,
the
other
garwomen’s
ments will be
studies
hun
on a
department
"clothesline"
will he presentfrom survivors of
violence and the loved ones of ing a workshop on the most
recent feminist topics. The
those who have not survived.
This project also provides a week will end on Thursday
healing opportunity for those with a reception to help
who have experienced rape. women network with other
sexual assault, battery, incest women.
or child abuse. This project
"All the events are free and
has spread throughout 100 open to all students. We
U.S. cities and three countries, encourage men to come also,"
according to WILPF.
Corner said.
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Editorial
New bill attacks
toxic legacy
ext week Congress will consider Rep.
Ed Town’s (1)-NY) bill banning toxicwaste exports. The Clinton adininistra,,,ii.umounced its support for the bill last week.
lot too long the industrialized nations have
been dumping their toxic garbage in the third
world. Toxic wastes in the past have been shipped
to places such as Latin America, Africa and the
Pacific Islands under the guise of recycling
despite the fact these countries do not have the
technical knowledge to even store the material
properly.
Big business has to be forced to develop new
manufacturing processes that are environmentally safe and do not adversely affect the environment.
Most third-world countries are racked with foreign debt. They are left little choice but to accept
the large amounts of money foreign businesses
pay them to take the hazardous materials off their
hands. In turn, these materials end up in poorly
maintained facilities that often leak. Water and air
pollution have become a fact of life for the largely poor communities near these storage sites.
In 1989, 23 countries signed the Basel Convention that required exporters of hazardous
materials to receive written permission from the
importing country before shipping any toxic substances.
The convention was an important step toward
stopping the exploitation of these countries but
now it’s time to take the next step and accept
responsibility for our own toxic filth.
Congressman Town’s bill is the next step in
getting big business to clean up their act by making it illegal to dump hazardous materials in foreign countries.
It’s evident by the amount of toxics US industries alone produce that they are unwilling to
make the necessary moves. The most potent
weapon is legislation.
Maybe if big business had to live in its own
toxic filth instead of dumping it in cash-starved
countries they would realize that it’s in their own
best interests, as well as the world’s, to clean up its
act.
If history is any indication of how Congress will
act, we can expect them to waffle under the pressure. Big business will undoubtedly fight when
Congressman Town’s bill is brought before Congress.
Passage of the bill will clean up not only the
third world, but the conscience of American companies that are polluting it.
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SANTA CRUZ’S
NEW & IMPROVED
UNEMPLOYMENT
LINES...
BRITT

T AN

All

You say it’s my birthday
my birthday today.
It’s
yippee. oh boy. let the
good times roll. party on.
Alright, enough enthusiasm.
Do you remember growing
up and talking to the other kids
about what famous thing happened on your birthday?
Of course, other kids had
really cool things happen on
their birthdays. One kid was
born on the Fourth of July.
Another was born on tax day
(April 15). One kid was even
born on Elvis’s birthday.
Alexander Graham Bell was
born on March 3. So was Vincent Van Gogh and Angus
Young of AC/DC. What is there
to brag about? One guy invented the phone, the other didn’t
want to hear it ring so he cut his
ear off and the third played his
music too loud to hear it ringing
anyway.
The most important thing I
was ever able to come up with
for March 3 is that it is Girl’s
Day" in Japan. That’s just great
for a little boy growing up in
Bowling Green, Kentucky. I celebrated my birthday with a million little Japanese girls on the
other side of the planet. There
was rarely time to send out all
the invitations.
I officially turned 28 this
morning at 1:37 am. How excited do you think you could be
about turning 28 years old?
Nothing happens when you
turn 28. You get no breaks on
the insurance, no special treatment anywhere. You’re too old
to date teenagers and too young
to receive that special birthday
wish from Willard Scott.
The only milestone is my sta-

K1 LE PRESTON REGISTER
Everything In Moderation

’I’m now ... one step
further away from
dying in a
lawmnower accident
(a major killer of
single, short, fat,
white, bald men with
remote control
fetishes):
tistical way of dying. I’m now
one step closer to dying from
heart disease and one step further away from dying in alawnmower accident (a major killer
of single, short, fat, white, bald
men with remote control fetishes). One way or another, I’ll
probably still bite it when some
postal worker decides to go
down in a blaze of glory.
Being born on March 3
makes one a Pisces in astrological terms. Pisces are supposed to
be wishy-washy, temperamental
and full of intellectual curiosity.
(I go back and forth on this and
it makes me curiously angry.)
Invariably, the horoscope
today reads "It is your day, Pi.
You will come into financial

Campus Viewpoint
San Carlos bike ban should
only be during peak hours
Editor:
A copy of this letter was sent
to the Campus Planning Board
and the Academic Senate. No
acknowledgement was delivered.
The Associated Students wish to
share concerns with you.
To: Campus Planning Board
The campus enriches and
serves its community through
functional landscaping. This
should be the primary concern
in campus planning.
The landscape architects
telling us to eliminate bikes from
our campus seem to be wrongheaded. The campus should
instead be telling the architects
of our needs, and demanding
creative solutions.
SJSU is not comparable to
other institutions and should not
blindly seek to emulate others in
setting bike policy. We should be
concerned with the convenience, safety, and welfare of our
students. When San Carlos,
Seventh and Ninth streets
are closed, plans must be
made to allow for reasonable

bicycle traffic.
We should propose that bikes,
if necessary, should be banned
only during peak rush hours of
8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.; and not
all day, and never at night. Rules
and provisions vary for bike
lanes or bike routes. Bike routes
do not require the designated 10
feet Mr. Freeman spoke of. We
do not believe our campus
needs to work with the false
dilemma that we have to create
"bike freeways" that will take
huge expanses of space, or we
must ban them. Let us find a reasonable way to make this work
and not trap ourselves with fallacious reasoning.
Please, do not endorse a total
ban on bicycles when San Carlos,
Seventh and Ninth streets are
closed and landscaped.
Blair Whitney, AS President
Marilyn Chard!, AS Director of
Academic Affairs
Member, Las Gatos Trails and
Bikeways Contmiltee

ALEX BETANCOURT
Writer’s Forum

airs.
MIROW1111,

windfall and lunar aspects will
highlight sexual attraction."
This usually means that I’ll
find a quarter on the bus and a
sex-starved pit bull will take a
fancy to my leg.
(Just a side note: How long
after you stop dating someone
do still read his or her horoscope? I’m still reading my exgirlfriend’s a year later, waiting
for it to say "You threw away the
best thing you ever had. Go back
to him and ask for forgiveness.")
I will try to make today just
like any other day. I’ll get up
late.
Then, I’ll waste the test of the
day in a state of nervous anticipation and denial, downplaying
the significance of the day to my
friends and family while waiting
for someone to actually surprise
me with something wonderful.
I’ll have daydreams of coming home and finding a new car
in the driveway, super model
Elle Macpherson in my bedroom and a statement from Visa
saying my balance is zero.
What I’ll actually get is the
gratuitous phone call on my
answering machine from my
older sister reminding me I’m
still her baby brother.
If your birthday is today also,
go ahead and make a real day of
it. Cut a class, go get a beer (or a
beverage of your choice) and
satisfy your intellectual curiosity
by counting grains of sand on a
beach in Santa Cruz. I’ll meet
you there, later.
Kyle Preston Register is
a Daily staff colunist. His column
appears every Thursday

Spanish is my "first language." lam a firstgeneration American citizen in my family. I
grew up speaking Spanish with my parents
and relatives. It is the only language they can clearly understand me in, but I know they don’t understand me enough.
In order to truly speak a language, you have to
think in it everyday.
I think in Spanish when I speak it, the problem
is, I don’t think in Spanish enough. I can take as
many classes and speak to as many people in Spanish as I can, but because I think in English every
day, I won’t possess that real Spanish that my relatives and parents communicate with.

’I think Spanish when I
speak it, the problem
is I don’t think in
Spanish enough.’
Although my parents spoke in Spanish to me as
best as they could, they couldn’t keep the English
language from overpowering my tongue and eventually my mind. I’ve thought in English since I grew
up, bombarded with too much English in the
media and nothing but English in school.
All non-English-speaking parents of first generation families think in an entirely different language.
It is a barrier that is almost impossible to ClOWc, kind
of like the Mexican-American border. It mangles
communication within families. It causes a language to deconstruct, and maybe even become
erased.
It is caused by the lack of respect that English
speaking, American elitists have had for all languages and peoples who make up this country.
Why is English the only language used to teach children? It has fought its way through what should
have been my first, well-spoken language. It has
created a barrier between my family and I.
During winter break I went to Mexico where I
met a world of relatives who I didn’t even know
existed. It was then that I heard real Spanish, the
kind that made whatever I thought I was speaking
sound at best like a second language.
I heard my parents and relatives speak the clearest, most natural Spanish that I have ever heard.
They were communicating better with each other
than I ever could with my parents and Spanishspeaking relatives today.
1 knew I needed to take Spanish classes to
"brush up" on what I thought I could speak. But if
I want to speak real Spanish, the kind my family
speaks and the kind I believe I should be able to
speak, I’m going to have to pack my bags and get a
one-way ticket to Mexico.
Spanish is my family’s language. I should know
how to really speak it, the way all my relatives can.
America needs to respect that. We are not all from
English-speaking families. We and following generations need to communicate with our families too,
our way, in our language.
Alex Betancourt is a Daily staff writer

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN Dsti.vyrovides a daily
Forum to promote a marketplace of
ideas." Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty
and others who are interested in the
university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum
page must be turned in to Letters to the
Editor’s box in the SPARTAN DARN newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to the
information booth in the Student
Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, The SPARTAN DAILY,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192. Fax articles to (408) 9243282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the
author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5- inch computer disk
using Microsoft Word on the Macintosh.
Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the property of
the SPARTAN DAILY and will be edited for
clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to non-IDAtt.v staff
members are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500 word
essays on current campus, political or
personal issues. Submissions should be

well researched.
Letters to the Editor. Up to 200
words responding to a certain issue or
point of view. If they are longer, they
may edited for length.
Other as-tides appearing on this page
are:
Reporters or Editor’s forum:
Opinion pieces written by the staff
writers or editors which do not necessarily reflect the majority views of the SPARTAN DAILY, the School ofJournalism and
Mass Communications or SJSU.
Reporters are prohibited from writing
opinions on issues they have covered for
news stories.
Staff Editorials: These are unsigned
opinion pieces that express the majority
opinion of the editorial board of the
SPARTAN DAILY.

Controversy Corner
Should convicted
rapists be castrated?
Tell us about it. Write a
letter to the editor.
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San lose State University

artaGuide
The San lose State calendar
Dance Ensemble "Those Fabulous Forties," 9-10a.m., SPX 219.
Call Marion Hardie 866-2459
DEPARTMENT OF MEmoitowGv: Seminar; "The Mars Polar
Warming: Spherical Modeling of
a Forced, Planetary - Wave
Mechanism" by Dr. J. L.
Hollingsworth, 12m., Duncan
Hall, Room 615. Call 924-5200
LLSTENING HOUR: Live 20th
Century Music; William Trimble;
Saxophone, 12: 30p.m.-1:15p.m.,
Music Bldg. Concert Hall 176.
Call Joan Stubbe 924-4631
Muslim STualrt AssomnoN:
Ramadan Party, 5-6:30p.m.,
Guadalupe Room, SU. Call Aziz
5101 785-9169
Sougrv OF PROFESSIONAL
JoutNALisrs: Weekly Meeting,
12m., Spartan Daily Conference
Room. Call Dave Grey 924-3266

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST:
Nightlife, 8p.m., Almaden
Room, SU. Call Ken 224-5669
CAREER PLANNING AND PIACEMEND Co-op Orientation, 2p.m.,
Umunhum Room, SU; National
Semiconductor Employer Presentation, 12:30p.m., Costanoan
Room, SU; On-Campus Interview Orientation, 3:30p.m.,
Umunhum Room, SU. Call
Career Resource Center 9240033
COUNSELING SERVICES: Hispanic Students Support Group,
12m.-1:30p.m., Admin. Bldg.,
Counseling Services, Room 201.
Call Brenda or Gail to sign up
924-5910
DANCE DEPARTMENT: Jazz

NrattiGuitk- is available tt) SiSU siskia Etrulty suitLitI sKulintlit NIS fit fire. Deadline is 5
two (Lir Ixtime
Fonns are asailithk- at the Spa= (tidy, l)BH 209. Ijrnited
Tare may hare teduting the nuntlxr entries

Crimestoppers

Any hit and run which causes
property damage is a misdemeanor by statute of the California Vehicle Code.
Any information about these
crimes should be reported to the
criniestoppers iliformatioi I line.
If possible, the vehicle description and license plate number
should be included in the
report
Crimestoppers
can
be
reached at 924-STOP.
It is possible to receive up
to a $5,000 reward for providing information leading to
the arrest and filing of criminal
charges for these or any other
crimes.
Callers do not need to identi0.
:it :ow

Reward for aformalion

Three hit and run collisions
were recently reported in the
parking garages on campus
between Tuesday, Feb. 1 and
Thursday, Feb. 3.
On Feb. 1 a hit and run
was reported on the first floor
of the 10th Street parking

garage.

On Feb. 2 another hit and
run was reported on the third
floor of the same garage
between 6 and 9 p.m.
A hit and run was also reported on Feb. 3 in the seventh
street garage in the morning
hours before 10:30.

WAC: Possible move

Elections
From page
will find the information useful.
"It will definitely help the
voter make a informed decision," he said.
The elections will be held on
March 16.17 at three different
locations on campus: in front of
the Student Union, in front of
Clark Library, and in the Spartan Breezeway.
In addition to the candidates
forum, a voter-information packwill be available to every SJSU
student.
Venkat Memula, the vice-pres-

MESA
From page I
MESA student and now I’m a
MESA/MSP (MESA Secondary
Program) director."
Priddy is involved with MESA
and is excited about MESA Day
because she believes it works.
"We give kids academic counseling, career counseling and
anything to help them succeed
in the field they are interested
in," she said.
MESA Day is free and anyone
can come and watch students
put their skills to the test

From page I
ident and the student-at-large
with the election board, makes
sure all the rules are followed.
Memula said every student
voting will receive a 10 percent
discount at the Spartan
Bookstore on everything except
computers, textbooks and class
rings.
"This year will be a high
turnout, hopefully. I would like
to see 4,000.5,000 students vote,"
Memula said.
The official campaigning will
begin on March 7 for all candidates running for office.

-S1111111

CUSTOM PRINTED FOR YOUR CLUB, TEAM OR SPECIAL EVENT

Need Money
For School?
135 MILLION DOLLARS

WILL GO UNUSED
IN 1994!!
moNEvAvARABLE FOR NEW
STUDENTS, UPPER DIVISION,
POST GRADUATE STUDIES
* SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
TI IAT DO NOT HAVE TO
BE REPAID!!
* NOT ALL GRANTS BASED
ON CPA OR TEST SC:ORES,
:ft RECEIPT OF FUNDS GUARANTEED AT No MATO
APPLICANT!!
SCHOLASTIC FUNDING ACCESS
21597 LEE DRIVE
LOS GATOS, CALIFORNIA 95101
(405) 353-1014

10% DISCOUNT
ON ANY SCREENPRINT ORDER
1 COUPON PER ORDER-NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT

SUNSHINE GRAPHICS
656 AUZERAIS AVE - SAN JOSE (408) 977-1021j
43255 MISSION BLVD. - FREMONT ( 510) 651-1907

Come Out & Quiz
the Candidates!
You know the issues.
But, do they have
the answers?

Blood Give a little so someone can live.
-

SJSU BLOOD DRIVE
MONDAY, March 7 and
TUESDAY, March 8
10 am to 4 pm
Loma Prieta Room, Student Union

A c,

Noon, Wednesday, Mar. 2
Irein

inside 3rd

7:30 pm, Thurday, Mar. 3

diet, being well rested, and increasing fluid intake

Spartan Daily Sports

Election Board

Candidate Forum ’94

Sponsored by the Arnold Air Society
and the Phi Gamma Deltas
**PLEASE BRING IDENTIFICATION**
Prepare to donate by following a low fat healthy

Get the scores from us

move for San Jose State. Starting
a rivalry with San Diego
State would be intense. The
prospect of playing them in
the future would be exciting
for our younger athletes.
This will influence our recruiting ability, which is
important for our success,"
defensive lineman Robert Gregory said.

Fresno.
Furthermore, a new rivalry
with San Diego State University
may start.
"That would be really
significant. That rivalry ((SFSJSU) should be nurtured," Morrisoli said.
"Renewing our rivalry with
Fresno State would be a positive

A willing heart helps a broken heart.

B.

Free cholesterol screening with each donation!

12

STANFORD MEDICAL SCHOOL BLOOD CENTER
(415) 725-3804

ated Stu

Finally something
for college that just got
less expensive.
111177,711111
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Prices have just been
reduced on select Macintosh Quadra models. Which means terrific
savings on sonic of Apple’s most powerful computers. Plus, the entire
Macintosh Quadra line is upgradahle to PowerPC." to keep up with your
Introducing the Apple Power Price Drop.
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growing needs. And as if that weren’t enough, you’ll also receive a SISO
mail-in rebate* when roti buy a Macintosh Quadra 650 with am 1 pple
1
LaserWriter. So. visit our Apple Campus Rouller
today. With prices this low, you cant afford not to.

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809
air,’ 0I 1154 or tokle offilen IsP Wr
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Jurassic pets prime
for college students
Bv Thomas I. /Auk)

Spartan

MAN Sfl VS-t ttt,

Most students living on
campus cannot own a dog or cat.
Fish always look nice, but you
can’t really hold them or pet
them, so student pet enthusiasts
have turned to iguanas as a logical choice.
Iguanas, like dogs, can live
from 10 to 15 years. They are
also tame and like people.
Walt Stark, a junior majoring
in human performance said his

Michael Geraty’s 10-monthold iguana "puts on a show" by
chasing his tail like a dog. Geraty
named his iguana Satan because
of his mean temper when he first
bought him.
Dave Drager, manager of the
pet department at Dolphin Pet
Village in Campbell, said green
iguanas are very popular and
currently sell for $39.99.
"They fluctuate in price
depending on availability,"
Drager said.

2-yrapold iguana named Rex was
hyper when he first got her, but
now she likes people. Stark
named his iguana Rex because it
means "king."
Nlara Buttler, a junior majoring in business finance, said her
9-month-old iguana, Banta, is
very tame. Her sorority sisters
take him away from her all the
time to play with him. According
to Smiler, her iguana is named
after the only male member of
Delta Gamma sorority.

ROCK & ROLL from Berkeley
Today Noon - 1 pm
Student Union Amphitheater

FREE

According to Drager, green
iguanas sell for only $20 when
they are in season.
’They seem to be getting real
popular, especially after the
movie ’Jurassic Park’ came out,"
Stark said. "People are fascinated
with the iguana because it’s different."
Stark said once people find
out how tame Rex is, they want
to hold her and pet her.
"You have to tame your iguana and interact with it," Stark
said. "I take her out at least two
times a day and when the weather’s good, I’ll take her outside in
the sun; iguanas love sitting in
the sun."
"I devoted my summer to handling Satan and getting him used
to people," Geraty said. "He likes
it when I trim his toenails."
Unlike dogs, iguanas do not
need to be walked and are not as
noisy.
’They don’t bark, and they
are very easy to maintain," Butder said.
Given enough food, iguanas
can be left alone for several days.
"You can leave them for a couple of days, but I wouldn’t recommend it," Stark said.
Since iguanas are tree
dwellers, their diet is mostly a
variety of vegetables and fruits.
Stark said he feeds Rex an
occasional cricket.
According to Stark, each iguana has its own personality and he
can tell that Rex doesn’t like the

Sl’HING BM AK BASH!!
This Satuiday
Noon - ?
RI verstde Park

g*.\
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SJSU students Walt Stark, left, and Mike Geraty spend time with their
iguanas Rex and Satan. The reptiles can live 10 to 15 years.
loud music at Theta Chi.
"I can tell when she is not
happy; she hides during parties,"
Stark said.
Unlike chameleon lizards,
iguanas do not change color
with their surroundings.
"(Iguanas) seem to change
color with temperature or
mood," said Stark. ’They are a
good pet to have as long as you
plan to keep it, knowing it is
going to get big. You have to prepare for them to get big."
The green iguana, primarily
from the Americas, seems to be
one of the more popular exotic
pets.
Drager, from Dolphin Pet
Village, said most green iguanas
are farm raised in South America. Rex is from Costa Rica.
Some South American male
iguanas, depending on country
of origin and living conditions,
can reach a length of seven
feet and a weight of up to 18
pounds.
Green iguanas will grow from
a half-ounce baby to a two and a
half pound adult within three
years.
"Satan is starting to grow like a
madman," Geraty said.
Stark had a 7-foot-wide cage
custom built for his 3-foot

iguana, complete with a
heating pad, UV lights, and
a real 100-pound stone water
fountain.
"She has plenty of room to
grow in this cage, and she likes
to play in water, Stark said.
Even though the iguana itself
is cheap, the accessories that go
with it are expensive, such as
Stark’s $200 cage.
The heating pad in Rex’s cage
keeps the temperature at 80 to
90 degrees Fahrenheit.
’They can’t digest their food
normally if they’re cold," Stark
said. "(Rex) got sick from the
cold once."
According to Stark, most veterinarians can treat iguanas but
it is important to find one who
"knows how to handle iguanas."
Stark and Geraty plan to keep
their college pets after they
graduate.
"A lot of people end up giving
their iguanas to zoos," Stark said.
"I’ve always wanted one as a kid,
but my mom wouldn’t let me
have one. Now she loves Rex."
"It’s perfect for the tyee of living situation that I’m in, Geraty
said. ’There were times when I
wanted to get rid of him, but
now I’m glad I have him. He’s
grown on me."

The New Face o Feminism

StaiNaletter

Women’s Week 1994
March 7th - March 10th
at the Student Union
Arts and Craft Faire
Workshops
Events
Specified workshops of
events begin at 9:00 am
and are FREE!
for more information
call 924-6500

Right now, our personal word processors
come with extra characters.
limited time, when you buy a Canon Star Vs riter’" personal
three free disks filled vs ith more than
2.1i0 clip in illustrations, holiday art and borders which you can
use tor all your sets serious proles ts t yeah, right!.
But, the StarWriter is perfect it tr producing more impressive
class assignments, too. It has 5 hilt -in fonts lind with Canon’s
patented non -impact Bubble let’. printing, the StarWriter prints on
plain paper with laser-like (maks while hardly making a sound.
What’s more, the StarWriter M¶ and 70 even import DOS’
documents from a fq computer.
Check into (..1nlin’s StarWriter today. And take ads antagc of
the free clip art offer Iss using this coupon. bor more information,
call 1400-4321 -1 lOP.
F iv

tis
igarg

talan
Star Writer ra

Star W rrter Sc

and Star Writer Si)

This paper is biodigestable

Free Comedy...No Joke!

art disks
.e FREE clip
worth $40.

trd processor, ou get

Sheet feeder standard tar Stroll me. hi.ttprn mil on StoWnter

EAT ME!

iii got three tree StarWmer dip art disks, complete
all thc information helms’ and mail the completed
form along with the comma] Staatiter sales resew itur_StarYinter models 60. 70
ur 85i dated between March I. 1994 and M.0 31.1994 and the UPC code from
the top or the fuss to: Canon StarWriter Clip Art iiveawas, PO Box 9146,
I armingdale, NY 11’4c9346

The Comedy Club

Foe

hod + Spirit.

’same
Arms
Phone No.
(sty

State

Zip

All claims must he postmarked and received no later than June 14, 1994. Forms
valid only when accompanied by required documentation. Please allow 8-10
weeks for delivery. For locations nearest you, call 1 -800-4321 -HOP.

Canon

Please don’t eat this ad,
bring it to Knuckleheads Comedy Club
and receive free admission!

Call 998-HAHA
Kffessekleheads Comedy Club
At Sens Jose Live - ices. First Street
Must be et least 21. Valid Iv/reservations only.
Expires 3/15/14
NO DRINK MINIMUMS, NO HASSLES,
JUST MEAT COMM
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World Events
EiBEIJING (AP) - China
knows what it has to do to
keep its favorable trade
status with the United States:

Peace moves prove short-lived in Bosnia
BosniaESARAJEVO,
Herzegovina (AP) The prospects for peace
proved short-lived Wednesday
when Bosnian Serbs answered
the world’s appeals for an end
to fighting by pounding Muslim enclaves, blocking relief
convoys and violating the Sarajevo cease-fire.
Bosnian Serb artillery hammered the Muslim enclave of
Maglaj in northern Bosnia,
where 19,000 refugees have
been under siege most of the
past year. Troops pressed an
offensive against the northwestern Bihac pocket.
U.N. spokesman 1,t Col.

Bill Aikman said Serb artillery
fired on the Muslim town of
Breza north of Sarajevo from
just outside the 13-mile exclusion zone around the capital.
U.N. officials also said Serbs
fired three rocket-propelled
grenades Wednesday at Bosnian positions around the Jewish cemetery in downtown
Sarajevo.
They quoted Serbs as telling
the U.N. that they did so because Muslim-led government
forces were reinforcing their
trenches in violation of the
cease-fire
U.N.-sponsored
reach-ed three weeks ago.
Russian troops are in the

Jewish Cemetery on the Serb
side, French soldiers are on
the Bosnian side, and "tensions are certainly increased in
that area," Aikman said.
U.N. officials had suggested
they would get tough with
Serbs to ensure smooth movement of relief convoys, but two
of them remained stranded
Wednesday.
Kris Janowski, spokesman
for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees in Sarajevo, said a convoy for Sarajevo,
blocked since Monday by Serb
women, was still stuck at
Hadzici, 10 miles from Sarajevo.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no claim tor products or
senlees advertised below nor Is
ease any gusrantee implied. The
eleseilled columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of peal advergartg
endearing’s’, not approved or
meted by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION PROFESSORS
Don’t leave home without me!
Experienced house sitter, pet
sitter & personal assistant
available for work. Good rates.
Call Cathy (408) 971-3480.

4

WANT TO PURCHASE posters,
newspapers, buttons etc. from
the Black Panther Party. Call
Samuel Brooks (510)654-7862.
OPINION POLL. "PRO.CHOICE for
men" Should a man be bound by a
woman’s unilateral decisions
regarding el xplanned pregnancy?
Hear the debate & register your
vote for legislative input. Call
1-900-287-9026. $2.50 min.
appx. 4 mins. 18 yrs. T/T reqd.
Equinox Comm. 415-4358775.

HELPjyAmp

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
wanted for Associated Students
Leisure Services on campus. Must
be a current student, available to
work between 12 - 20 hrs/wk
(flexible, can work around your
classes). Macintosh experience
preferred. Starting rate $66.50/hr
deperthe on previous experience.
Apply by Mar. 25 in the Students
Activities Office. For more info.
please pick up a position
announcement in the Student
Activities Office or call 924-5950.

MANAGERS (SEASONAL).
Looking for two highly motivated.
aggressive, reliable people to
manage ’Airbrush T-shirt" and
"Ride Photo" concessions at local
amusement park. P/T weekends
in taring& fell, F/T during summer.
Mir..rtum of 2 yrs supervisory or
management experience in a
retail environment required. If you
LOSE UP TO 15 LBS IN 15 DAYS! have excellent communication
organizational skills, call
and
100%
natural.
100%
$14.95.
For
guaranted. Free color brochure. 1.800-822-5565 Ref. PGAMM.
1-800-672-0135.
Call
COMPUTER TECHS - TANDEM
1. Hardware techs experienced
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and *rays no charge. w/unix, workstations & networks.
Software techs experienced
2.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
w/compiler languages, unix &
Enroll now!
SQL data bases, and X-terminal
For brochure see A.S. Office or
systems. Part-time school year,
call (800)655.3225.
full-time other. Top pay. Contact
LOOK PURE ADRENAUNE III I II Dick Vier), 924-3928. Leave
Experience the thrill of free falling message and send resume
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s to room Eng. 491 box.
only skydiWng center. Come join us
$7. ELL/ HOUR
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
Driver must have own car, Ins.
first skydive with only 45 minutes
Cln.
DMV.
FT/PT flex hrs. Next to
seekthrill
of training. For the true
er. try an accelerated freefall campus. Great PT job for student.
Pizza
A Go Go
course and find yourself on the
117 E San Carlos at 3rd ST.
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour Class and a mile long freefall COUNSEU3R/SAILLS TRAINER to
the same day. Videos of your jump work with DD adults. 6 mo exp.
also available. Owned and operat- $6./hour. Fremont 510226-0505.
ed by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575. SECURITY. $7.00TO $12.00/10.
Security / Control Center / EMT’s
Weekly Pay Checks.
PLACE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
in the Spartan Daily Classified. Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
Full-time
or Part-time.
right.
at
the
ad
form
Check out the
Stec ter.tAew/Milpitas/S1/S Clara
No experience Necessary.
Day shift starts: 6. 7 or 8 am.
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
AUTO INSUILVICE
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Campus Insurance Service
Apply: 8am -5pm, Mon.- Frt.
Special Student Programs
Vanguard Security Services
Serving SJSU for 20 years
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
"Great Rates for Good DrNers’
"Good Rates for Non-Good Divers"
ACUFACTS, INC.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Security guards/petrol officers
"Good Student" "Family Multicar"
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
CALL TODAY 296.5270
Apply Mon.-Fri. Sam-6tirn.
FREE QUOTE
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
NO HASSLE NO OBUGATION
(401) 2865100.
9-2.
Saturdays
open
Also

&UNITIVE

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Currently hiring for various full &
pan- time teaching positions for
preschools & school-age programs
(extended day care). ECE units
required for both preschool &
school-age programs or elementary
education units may apply for
school-age programs only. Experience preferred. Substitute positions available, flexible schedule
does not interfere with your school
or study time! Adrancernent opportunities available with our 20
schools located throughout the bay
area. Medical/Dental benefits
available for full-time employees.
Please call 408/257-7326 to
discuss your interest & availability.
EARN GREAT MONEY1
Environmental company
expanding in the Bay Area
seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
Training provided.
408-262-1442.
HIRING SUMMER MANAGEMENT
NOW! College Pro Painters,
established in 1971. Outlet
Manager positions available
in Northern California. Average
summer profit $8,000. Call
1.800-392-1386 for Info.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-8004364365 ext. P.3310.
IA CRUISE &TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big $$S travel the
world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
summer seasons approaching.
Free student travel club member.
shipl Call (919)929-4398 at C181.
NATIONAL PARK SUMMER JOBS.
Over 25,000 openings! (Including
hotel staff, tour guides, etc.)
Benefits + bonuses! Apply
now for best positions. Call:
1-206-5454804 ext. 86041.

HOUNG
WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408.998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrrn. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate. 1750 Stokes St.

RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
Incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 bik from
CLERK/CUSTOMER SERVICE
small mattress/used furniture store, campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
near SJS. Informal atmosphere, $640. Moen Vintage Tower
jeans OK. PT/FT. Bud: 294-5478. 297-4705.
CRUISE SNIPS HIRING- Earn up
to $2,000+/mo on Cruise Ships
or Lend-Tour companies. Summer
& Full-time employment available.
No asp necessary. For Info. call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6041.

clean up its human rights
record, a U.S. envoy said today.
John Shattuck, assistant secretary of state for human rights,
said he had "detailed an indepth" discussion with Chinese
officials on the human rights
conditions President Clinton has
attached to this year’s renewal of
most-favored-nation
China’s
trade status
"I have no doubt that there is
a very clear understanding on
the part of the ielevant Chinese
officials about what precisely is
meant and what examples of
progress could occur. That has
been the fruit of this most recent
discussion," Shattuck said of his
meetings Monday and Tuesday.
He said he emphasized that
Clinton wants to strengthen ties
with China, but that human
rights progress in China was key

to doing so.
But a senior Foreign Ministry
official, who can’t be identified
under ministry rules, reiterated
China’s position that human
rights and trade should not be
linked. He said Washington has
no business meddling in China’s
human rights issues.
He said that whether China
gets the preferential trade status,
which grants Chinese products
the lowest U.S. tariffs, doesn’t
depend on what Beijing does
Washington
what
on
but
decides.
for
conditions
Clinton’s
renewing the trade status are
promoting freedom of emigretion, halting export of prison
labor products to the United
States, adherence to the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, releasing political and
religious prisoners, protecting
Tibet’s cultural and religious
heritage, and permitting international broadcasts into China.

Russia sends sun satellite
4
to

MOSCOW (AP) - Russia
Coronas-1
a
launched
space probe Wednesday to
study the sun, as part of a project
with Ukraine, the United States,
France and other international
partners.
The ITAR-Tass news agency
said researchers hope to learn
more about the sun’s internal
structure and discover what causes the repeated spurts of matter
from the sun.
Although scientists have been

studying the sun for centuries,
there are questions remaining lo
be answered of the closest star
Earth, said Viktor Ora-yevesky,
scientific head of the project.
The satellite, launched from
Russia’s northern military space
facility at Plesetsk, is the first in a
series to be sent by the Coronas
International project.
ITAR-Tass said Ukraine built

the booster and satellite shell and
Russia supplied most of its internal mechanisms.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC:
FOR SALE
Aquatic Center. Must be able to
MOUNTAIN BIKE LIKE NEW, only perform predictive, preventive &
10 months old, Girls frame. 18 corrective maintenance of equipgears. $75. Call Kelly 879-9445. ment & facilities. Ability to read
plans and/cr troubleshoot complex
electrical, mechanical control
systems. Knowledge of Cal/Osha
GREEK
regulations & water treatment.
CONGRATS GAMMA PLEDGE Performs other duties as needed.
CLASSI With lots of luv & support. Min. of 2 yrs in pool maintenance
Gamma Chapter,Apha Omicron Fl. and/or water treatment. 3-5 years
of general building maintenance.
25-35 hours per week, $11.50 $13.00 /hour. For job description
YARD WORKER, mowrg, rxtrag, & application, call 408.9246345,
weeding. Must have experience. Caryn Morley. SJSU is an Equal
Flexible hours. $6/hr. 259.5727. Opportunity Employer.

DO YOU LOVE MIES ATOCOLERS?
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
a week while their mothers attend
counseling sessions in downtown
San Jose. Tue. lOarn - 3pm., Wed.
9arn Nom, Thur. 5:30pn - 8prn.
Call Child Watch at 288.6200.

$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski. Motorcycle.
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
’Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me, re help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended tic?
Call me. (Don) 408-247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with ea* onlyt

5

China must improve human
rights to keep trade status

Israel Minister
lauds PLO chief
flJERUSALEM (AP) - Foreign Minister Shimon
Peres caused a furor in
parliament Wednesday when he
lauded PLO chief Yasser Arafat
as an unfairly maligned peace
partner who is risking his life in
negotiating with Israel.
’Attack Arafat all you want,"
Peres told right-wing legislators
at the Knesset. "1 sat days and
nights across from him.... There
is a difference when you
describe Arafat through hearsay
and images and when you see
this man, whose life is in danger."
Over loud protests, Peres
continued emotionally, "His life
is in danger because he decided
to end the killing."
Radical Palestinian groups
have threatened to assassinate
Arafat for pursuing peace with
the Jewish state.
Yehoshua Matza of the rightwing Likud shouted to Peres:
"You should be ashamed and
condemned! You are sorry for
him?"
Peres shot back: "There were
Jews who also were involved in
terror; I don’t judge them by
their past. I want Arafat to be a
partner who can lead his people
to peace. We need to help this
partner. We must listen to their
needs."
Peres’ stand was unusual.
Until the Sept. 13 Israel-PLO
peace accord, Arafat was almost
universally maligned in Israel.
Even now, Israeli officials generally stress they are negotiating
with Arafat only because there is
no alternative.
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ROOM FOR REM IN SUNNYVALE
Share Mei oondo w/ owners. Wash
& dryer, coded undergrnd parking,
hot tub & swimming pool. Room
has own balcony, fully furnished.
$010./mo. Cell Chip 736.0929.

011211111111111111,11=1

780 S. 11th STREET APTS. Large
2 bdrm./2 be. $695.- $745. /mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
TV. Ample parking, Call 288-9157.
2 Bedroom Apartment $750/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
Be the first to occupy these
newly upgraded units. Studios,
one and two bedrooms from
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about
move in bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
408-292-5174.

Certain advertisements hr
these columns nay refer
the reader to specific
telephone mitten or
addresses Mx additional
Information. Classified
raiders daunt be isordntied
that when meidng these
further contacts, they
shard require complete
Information before sencerag
money for goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully Investigate
firms offering employment
listings or coupons for
discount vacations or
merchandise.

YOUR UNCLE OWES YOU MONEY
If Uncle Sam has a refund for you.
get Iii time for SPRING BREAK by
electronically filing your completed
federal tax return at ivarWalis &Co.
For a low $60. you can get your
refund in as soon as 2 weeks.
19201 1 BDRM. APARTMENT. Call 280-5690 for your $$ now!
Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard.
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Financially responsible, clean
Unwanted hair removed forever.
quet & sober. Single occupancy.
Specialist. Confidential.
$575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St.
Your own probe or disposable.
Mike 292-3239.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.
150: $550 / STUDIO: $525.
Deposit $250. One week free!
Nice biog. Walk to SJSU. MEN IL WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
HMS: 997-8200 x335.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permaSERVICES
nently remove your unwanted hair.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST Back- Chest Lip - Bikini - Chin w/B.A. and 15 years experience Tummy etc. Students & faculty
is now accepting students wishing receive 15% discount. First appt.
to excel at guitar or bass. All 1/2 price if made before June 30,
levels and styles apply: Beginning. 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Intermediate, and advanced in 621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
jazz, rock, fusion, blues. funk, Campbell . (408)379-3500.
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
FREE SERVICES to currently
408-298-6124.
enrolled students. CAREER
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
50% DISCOUNT!
offers job listings, job search
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
assistance, job fairs, career
Enhance your natural beauty!
counseling, interest testing,
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
career workshops. and career
Expires June 1st, 1994.
/employer info. Register for the
4063763600
24 hour job hotline. Visit 6C13
liair Today Gone Tomorrow
or call 924-6033 for details.
621 E. Campbell Ave. k17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

PROFESSIONAL BOOY MASSAGE $S MONEY FOR COLLEGE Si
Give yourself a healthy gift
$135 million unclaimed!
you can afford. 1 hr session
Scholarship matching
$25.0011
guaranteed! FREE informative
Swedish or sports massage.
booklet! 24 hour recording)
House calls also Call Paul at
Call nowl Toll Free!
7360929.
1(800) 434-6015 eat 1210.
IDCPERIENCED MOTOR VAL POUSH
your essay, report, proposal,
thesis. or letter till it shines! Your
success depends upon the quality
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
510-6014554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSICOAL Word Processing.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters, etc.
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408)2644504.

924-3282

HAYWARDFREMONTUMON CITY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441.0504.
I SPECIAUZI IN TYPING FOR END.
students. 10 years experience.
$4/page. References available.
Pat Gardner 408.559.9390. kilzie
computer.

EXPERIENCED Wad Procarsor.
LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Retired secretary. Let me do
the typing!! Resumes. term
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED papers, theses, etc. Grad
Professional Word Processing! & undergracf. IBM Computer.
Drug Charges
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing & Laser printer. Fax machine.
Personal Injury
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters. Nortary Public. Appointment
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1. necessary. Call Anna at
Slip & Fall injuries
HP Laser II. Al formats. greclalizing 972-4992.
No fee if no recovery.
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
BEHZADI LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. *335 San lose grammatical editing. Free disc SNRA CLARA SEMETAAAL SEMI.
storage. Al work guaranteed! Worry (408) 984 2268 Near SCU.
Tel: 408-971-3661.
free, dependable, and prompt Term Papers, Resumes. etc.
service. To avoid disappointment.
SIONIca.BNANCIAL call now to reserve your time! Call EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8prni plus Science and English papers/
ft HOME- BASED BUSINESS $ Save Adatlawl 10% Per Referral! theses our specialty Laser pinting Free spell check and storage
Home based businesses are
APA. Turabian and other formats
growing at an alarming rate. DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Cash in on this money reeking Business cards, resumes. flyers. Resumes, editing, graphics
opportunity and get your share Postcards. Papers. 800 DPI laser. and other services available.
of this multi -million dollar Best rates available. 8672730. Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408251-0449.
a year legitimate industry.
"No gimmicks". Learn how you
CALL MARCIA 26611448
for Word Processing Services
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
can earn as much as $50.000.
West San’ Jose/Cupertino. APA
within the next 3 months.
Edit & Format Specialist for
Term papers Group projects
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
HURRY! Please send $5.00.
Thesis ’Letters ’Applications
for an informational packet, to
APA Turanian MLA
Punct.,
Rirasing
Rearnes ’Tape transcription, etc.
Grammar,
Marketing.
P.O.
Box
10429
L.J.
Nursing/Math/Science/Engiish
Tables. Graphs. & Charts.
San lose. CA 95157-0325.
Will also edit disks.
Laser printer. Days 8 evenings,
7 days. SUZANNE, 445-5658.
CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
600 dpi Laser Printing
The private sector wants to fund
Resumes/Cover Letters
your education! Billions of $$ in Intanetionsl Students Welcome I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, gNe your
corporate financial aid goes
10 minutes from campus!
self a break. Let me do it for you:
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how ZITRIPROFESSIONAL Experience. Pick up and delivery $1 00
to apply for it. Learn how to tap Typing & transcription fa ALL your Resumes, term papers & theses.
into this valuable resource. needs including COLOR. Copying. APA format $2.00 per double
binding & FAX available. Pick up spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Call now: 408.236-3747.
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES. Cash only Call Jule 9984354
$5 BILUONS available for your Timeliness & satisfaction
education, all students qualify! guaranteed. Tutoring available TUTOR/WORD PROCESSOR. Mac
Free message (800) 666GRAD.
in some subjects. Contact Candi Laser Rid "Nes. Math. electronics.
figures, gapes. Bryan 2454016.
at (408) 369-8614.

DAILY CLASSIRED--ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hem Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between wads.
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After this flfth day, rats increasos by $1 per day.
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SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 Hoes $90.
15-19 lines: $110.
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Phone

Send check or money Order to.
Spartan Daily CieseMods
San Jeep State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
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Women golfers
host tournament

IN SPORTS HIRAI: NYS IIU WINS
111111MMENT; URMIMIC MU

Team starts second hags of season Friday
By Michelle Lau
Spanan Daily Staff Wnter

Although the sloping green
hills of the golf course may seem
peaceful at first glance, members
of the SJSU women’s golf team
are far from feeble.
Ranked second in the country behind Arizona State University, SJSU’s women’s golf team
has won three NCAA Championships since 1987.
Despite
constant
yearly
changeovers in team members,
head coach Mark Gale said
women’s golf has ranked within
at least the top six colleges in the
country since 1987.
Unlike most sports, SJSU golf is
played year-round. According to
Gale, the women have played four
tournaments in the fall and are
scheduled to play seven this sering.
This weekend the women s golf
team will begin the spring season
by teeing off at Fort Ord in Monterey at the Jostens Invitational.
The tournament will begin
Friday and end on Sunday.
Looking back in review, the
women’s golf team was successful
this fall, as they won three out of
the four tournaments.
They beat Arizona State once
at the Stanford Intercollegiates
in October.
"We had the lowest score in
intercollegiate women’s golf as a
team, shooting 11 under par.
That’s never been done," Gale
said proudly while speaking of
the Stanford tournament.
But in November, Arizona
State turned the tables on the
Spartans by beating them in the
Palmetto Dunes Invitational at
Hilton Head Island in South
Carolina. In that last tournament
of the fall season, SJSU came in
fourth, breaking their first-place
winning streak.
Although the Spartans were
defeated, the team is looking forward to challenging Arizona State
once again in Monterey as they sic
to be the best in the country
"We get upset if were not num-

ber one," said Gale, who has
coached the team for 17
When asked what get7eam
attributes its success to, Gale
joked, "coaching."
Then he added that, as coach,
he is a stickler for every little detail.
"I think it’s a combination of
good players coming in plus
good organization once they get
here," he said.
With five members on the
team, Gale said that within the
last eight years, 94 percent of the
time, either the team wins or the
individual wins the tournament.
It seems as if a strong team such
as this would hardly have any
weaknesses. But Gale said, "the
weaknesses is the lack of depth,
like if someone got injured."
Depth refers to having suitable substitute players for a team.
"We are a relatively young
team," Gale said as he explained
that there were two freshmen,
one sophomore, a junior and
only one senior on the team.
They may be a young team,
but Gale said all five members
are valuable.
There also seems to be a foreign flair in the women’s golf
team, with three outstanding
members coming from EuroTIM ICAOSPARTAN IIAILY
pean countries.
Nixie
Materne
during
putts
practice
Wednesday
at
Silver
Creek Country Club.
Vibeke Stensrud, who is from
Oslo, Norway, averaged 73.25 challenge of playing golf is not
strokes per round in her best fin- exactly on the field, instead, it is
ish: first place at the Stanford coping with school while simulIntercollegiates.
taneously going away on trips to
Somebody
From Reading, England, there play in tournaments.
really
is Lisa Walton, a two-time first’We are gone four days, four
BUGGING
team All-American, whose best fin- nights at a time. We miss about 10
ish averaged 73.83 strokes per class-days a semester," Gale said.
you?
round for a fourth place finish at
On March 20, the women’s
Cafi
for the
the Stanford Intercollegiates.
golf team will be leasing to play
Janice Moodie, who is from in the Rainbow Wahine Invitaput down of the day...
Glasgow, Scotland, averaged 73.33 tional in Hawaii.
strokes per round. Moodie’s best
Moodie is looking forward to
Tr1.900.988.853215.
finish was at the Edean Ihlanfeldt going to Hawaii.
($1.95 per call)
Classic in Redmond, Washington,
"I don’t mind the traveling.
at be at Meat IS years aid
where she ranked first.
You get used to it. It (the Wahine
Moodie, who is a freshman, Invitational) will be the week
said that team spirit is what keeps before spring break so we just
women’s olf going.
have to make sure we get our
According to Gale, the biggest studying done," she said.

Gotcha

Got Cold Sores?
We need you for new treatment study.
’Die SJSU Student Health Service seeks individuals with cold sores (herpes
labialis) to participate in a study of an experimental antiviral cream as a
treatment for new outbreaks.
To be considered for this trial, candidiates must:
Be 18 years of age and in good health;
Have a history of recurrent cold sores;
Be willing to receive treatment and participate in
evaluations;
Medications and medical evaluations will be provided free of charge to study
participants.
For more information please call 924-6110, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
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Imagine Getting
Quality PC %vice
At Student Prices.

’10110"vie
sugar
8 Sea

Get 25% off labor or a free box of
diskettes on your first visit.
Bring in this ad for a special offer
on top-notch Mac or PC service
from your local SERV1Center.
On your first visit, get 25%
off laboror a free box of
disketteson anything
from repairs to a

Administration of Justice
Aviation
Health Science
Hospitality Management
Human Performance
Journalism & Mass Conununicati ns
Nursing
Nutrition & Food Science
Occupational Therapy
Recreation & Leisure Studies
Technology

system wellcheck to
a memory upgrade.
It’s all backed by
Digital, with fast
turnaround for all
kinds and brands of
i

K,

R[V, 1,1,1111111,

PC products, printers,
and related peripherals. So bring in
your equipment to us for a repair, a
welicheck, or even just a question.
What could be smarter than great
service at greet prices?

In addition to the eleven
scholarships, one Shirley Lewis
Scholarship for $100.00 will be awarded.

(servicenter)
OE Caribbean Dna, &mode, fed 747-3781
San Jose State Bockats* (*parry

For more information contact the College
of Applied Sciences and Arts at 924-29100
or see your department’s Student Affairs
Cornmitee Representative.

Deadline is March 4, 1994
at 5:00 PM:

Putting Imagination To Work
s.
firOgerell Gyp-1,w+,
in nem" 001/0 F

994

--341,12

13/1Y
CIDVERTISING
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SJSU’s College of Applied Sciences
and Arts is giving away eleven $500.00
undergraduate student scholarships - one
for each of the following programs:

TheiVE

, Lookii
lieto e a heads
busing

INFO. (408) 294-5483

’37 OE!

$500.00 Toward
Your Next Sununer
Vacation!

SKI

Looking fo
tb eat? Former
heads into the
business. Page
ie reviews:

Sugar Hilil&
8 Seconds

PERSPECTIVES
g3112 gE

photo

Cover
Jeremy
Hogan

117 E. San Carlos
Downtown San Jose

OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT

NEXT TO CAMPUS!

GREAT BEER PRICES!
BUD LIGHTMILLER AMBER ALE
MILLER HIGH LIFE SAMUAL ADAMS
16 oz $100 to $2.50
PITCHERS $3.50 to $5.75

$3

2

off OR
any
LRG!

EXPIRES:3-1 7-9 free

off
any
MED

280-0707

deliv

BUY ONE SLICE GET ONE

FREE!
Second slice must be of equal or lesser value
EXPIRES: 3-17-94

20 March 3, 1994 0

*Limit one per coupon
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gE MIL?

’ curse so far, but I’m still
In case any of my friends
screening my calls.
are worried that I’ve fallen
My sister’s wedding was a
prey to some college newspaclose one. The flowers came
per-related disease, I would
like to calm you down now by hurling at me, but I dove into
explaining why! don’t answer the organist and the bouquet
smacked the maid of honor in
the phone: It’s March.
the head. Whew! I’m not a
They’re dropping like flies,
I’m telling you. All my friends superstitious person, but bethave been getting married the ter safe than sorry.
That same wedding is the
last couple years and it’s wedreason my then-boyfriend and
ding season again. If I don’t
I broke up. I was too busy
answer the phone, I won’t
have to make up some bizarre toasting various members of
my brother-in-law’s family to
excuse why! can’t stand up
for one of my friends at a silly notice him much at the time,
but my parents’ debt-fest
ceremony where, because of
included two videotapes of
some hormone-induced stuthe episode so we could all
por, she’s decided she wants
relive the horror later...when
to spend the rest of her life
we were sober.
with some dork and plans to
The videos were alarming,
celebrate by dressing up her
to say the least. I saw what’sclosest friends in Pepto Bismol-colored dresses that we’ll his-name actually elbow my
something-in-law in the ear in
have to fork over a couple
an effort to seize the sailing
hundred bucks for and never
garter. I did the only thing!
wear again.
could do; I kicked him curbI’m beginning to wonder if
side and went back to the glothese women really consider
me a friend. As if parading me rious life of a single woman in
the ’90s. Like I said, better safe
in front of their families and
than sorry
friends in ghastly formalwear
Incidentally, he is now hapisn’t amusing enough for
pily married to the aforementhem, they make me watch
tioned maid of honor. Being
them promise to love, honor
that we no longer speak to
and cherish the same guy
each other, I don’t know
they’ve been calling and
whether or not she is happily
whining to me about since
married. I doubt it.
high school.
In ancient times when my
Maybe that’s the point after
parents were going to college,
all. Maybe they’re beginning
women went to school just to
to realize how hideous a mis"catch" a husband. That’s
take they’re about to make.
Why else would they hurl the
because not everybody had
bouquet of doom at me? I’ve
TVs back then, so women
avoided being stuck with the
didn’t see there are better
next-one-to-throw-my-lifethings to do with our lives
away-on-some-stupid-guy
than getting married, such as

CONTRIBITING MIS ISSLE.:
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
JOHN LEE
JEREMY HOGAN
WRITERS:
JACK BUNTING
CARA BROGLIA
SF.AN COWER
ILENE MEEKS
THEODORE SCHMIDT
HOLLY CELESTE. FISK
ILLusrRAToR:
BRETT CoRrini

watching Kevin Costner
movies or getting our legs
waxed.
There is a bright side to all
this wedding stuff: The Bach elorette Party. This is a fairly
recent phenomenon that consists of all the girlfriends of
the condemned playing intellectually stimulating games
such as "Pin-the-Unrealistica Ily-Large-Penis-On-the-ManWho-Looks-Nothing-Like-theGroom-Right-Down-to-theFact-That-He-Doesn’t-Spit-OrBelch-Or-Wear-A-BaseballCap-Just-Because-He-Doesn’tFeel-Like-Combing-His-Hair."
But I’m not bitter.
Then the maid of honor
hands out useful party favors
such as condom lollipops and
erasers shaped like male genitalia and a "police officer"
arrives to strip down to a gstring while everyone gigglec
because they’re so uncomfort
able and they realize how
pathetic the whole bachelorette party idea is to begin
with.
Next, the women proceed
to the only worthwhile event
of the evening: getting
schnockered and being taxii d
to every club in town in a
rent-a-limo. The best idea at
this point is to keep the brick
to-be as liquored up as possible, right up until the ceremony, so that she has no opportii
nity to save herself.
After all, you may as well
wear that dress you forked
out $200 for.

ESTA

Holly Celeste Fisk
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MOVIES

LIFE STORY IN
"8 SECONDS"
for her performance in
"Diary of a Mad Housewife," and James Rebhom,
who has made numerous
film appearances in such
blockbusters as "Carlito’s
Way," "Scent of a Woman"
and "Basic Instinct."
Rebhom and Snodgress
play Frost’s parents, who
supported him in his bullriding career. Rebhom gives
a great performance as the
typical father who wants
the best for his son but has
a hard time expressing his
Publicity photo
feelings.
Director John G. Avildsen (left) sets the scene for actors Luke
The movie is not only
Perry and Cynthia Geary, who portray Lane and Kellie Frost.
filled with great actorsit
also has a terrific soundto Frost.
’he cowboy in you will
track. For those boot-stompin’
few who like to kick up their
Ir
Anyone who knows about
love "8 Seconds." The
movie critic in you
Lane Frost also knows of his
heels, the "8 Seconds" soundtragic death in 1989 at a bullmay not.
track provides some of the best
riding event. His short life and
names in country music.
Luke Perry makes his dramatic debut in this movie about rapid rise to fame brought him
Vince Gill and duo Brooks
national acclaim at an early age. and Dunn make guest appeara man’s love for a woman and
Lane Frost made a name for
ances in the movie. Other musihis bull-riding career.
cians featured on the soundhimself in history by being the
The new film by John G.
track include such artists as
first cowboy to ride the legAvilcIsen, released on Friday,
McBride and the Ride, Billy
endary bull "Red Rock" for
depicts the life story of Lane
Dean, Reba McEntire and Pam
eight seconds, hence the movie
Frost, a world champion bull
title.
rider.
Producer Michael Shamberg
Music artist and fellow OklaPerry portrays Frost, a good
explains his feelings on hull
homan Garth Brooks wrote his
guy from Lane, Oklahoma,
ridingand the rodeo.
song, "The Dance," as a tribute
who has the talent and perse"Rodeo is more than a sport
to Frost’s life.
verance to be the best.
It is a community of values and
"8 Seconds" is full of advenWith a father who pushes
shared feelings," Shamberg
ture and good acting, even if
him to achieve and a friend
says.
the script is predictable. Perry
who provides tough competi"You’re just another fan at a
tion, Frost makes his way to the shows he can surpass the teenfootball or basketball game, but
idol image created by his chartop of the rodeo circuit. In the
when you attend the rodeo you
acter on "Beverly Hills, 90210."
midst of his career, he meets
feel like a part of the family."
His portrayal of Lane Frost
Kellie Kyle, the love of his life.
The movie brings the audiTrying to balance a new mar- impressed Frost’s widow, Kellie.
ence right into the life of Lane
riage with the rodeo circuit,
Frost. At the end of the movie
"Luke has the same smile,
Frost finds out that he can’t
heart and personality as Lane," you will feel as if you know
always live up to everyone’s
him well.
she says.
expectations. His relationship
"He even has Lane’s nervous
The only problem with the
with Kellie is a realistic love
energy always busy and
movie is its predictability. With
story showing the ups and
any life story, a moviegoer can
unable to sit still. It all comes
downs of a young marriage.
expect to see a relationship, a
across."
Frost and his partners, Tuff
blossoming career and usually
Baldwin dazzles the audiHedeman and Cody Lambert,
ence with his colorful portrayal a tragic end.
ride the road, following the
"8 Seconds" viewers will get
of Tuff Hedeman. Stephen, the
bull-riding circuit. Tuff and
all this and possibly a newyoungest of the Baldwin boys,
Lane become best friends and
found respect of bull-riding.
shows acting runs deep in the
it’s the good-natured rivalry
between them that pushes Lane family blood.
Cara Broglie
Cynthia Geary of "Northern
toward success.
Exposure" plays Frost’s wife,
Stephen Baldwin plays Tuff
Kellie. She has a very innocent
Hedeman, three-time world
and amiable appearance that
champion bull rider, who in
makes her delightful to watch.
1989 won the world champiOther actors in the film
onship with a 16-second ride:
include Carrie Snodgress, who
eight seconds for the win and
won two Golden Globe awards
eight more seconds as a tribute

Two British Pubs & Restaurants Voted Best So. County Bar 10,11,12
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MACHINE
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TRIVIA CONTEST

TRIVIA CONTEST
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Much of Spence’s time is spent smoking in
front of T&P Liquors on Santa Clara Street.

Spence now lives in a halfway house on 10th Street where he hangs out with house
mates Gerald Martinez, front, Raul Briggs, right, and Mike Newfield.

After panhandling along Santa Clara Street, Spence counts his change to see if
he has enough to buy a few cigarettes. Spence used to play drums for Jefferson

4 )
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Airplane. He also sang and played guitar for Moby Grape until he had his first
mental breakdown at age 21, while the band worked on their second album

T

I

Skip Spence

The long road from fame

e-

Alexander "Skip" Spence spends his time in
ular songs by the group include "Fall on You"
three places: Grace Baptist Church, T&P
and "Hey, Grandma."
Liquors, and at 393 San Fernando. He does not
Spence suffered his first mental breakdown
go to church to pray. He does not work at T&P
while recording with the group on their second
Liquor; 393 San Fernando is a halfway house.
album in 1967. He was only 21. Although he
Skip Spence once played drums for ’60s
released a solo album, "Oar," in 1969, he has
super group Jefferson Airplane, as well as guibeen in and out of hospitals since.
tar and vocals for lesser-known band Moby
"In ’71 I cut my wrists and went into the
Grape. He panhandles and smokes cigarettes in hospital for 11 years."
front of T&P Liquors and plays drums at the
Claiming to have overdosed 12 times on
Grace Baptist Community Center on Wednesheroine and cocaine, Spence says he believes
day nights.
drugs caused him to become mentally ill. He
The bi-weekly prolixin shot he said he says he particularly enjoyed taking LSD.
receives to help temper his schizophrenia does
"Doing acid was a real test of strengthlike
not interfere with his memofighting the bull," he says.
ries of the San Francisco
Spence says the Vietnam
music scene of the ’60s.
conflict and social changes
"Grace Slick was kinda
that were taking place
stuck-up to me," he says.
made the late ’60s a tough
Public relations junior
time for young people. He
Ryan Hoffman says he did
calls the confusion of the
not believe Spence had
era "death."
once been a band member
"Drugs helped us with
in Jefferson Airplane.
resurrection back then.
Skip Spence
Hoffman, a drum enthusiThere was so much death
Former drummer for
ast himself, lives in the Phi
everywhere with Vietnam.
Jefferson Airplane
Gamma Delta fraternity
Drugs helped us go beyond
house. Next door is the
all that. Jimi Hendrix knew
halfway house Spence
all about resurrection," he
lives in.
says.
"There is a guy over there who thinks he is
"I did drugs to be cool with the girls and to
make people buy our albums. Everyone was
John Lennon. You never really believe what
they (the residents) have to say," says Hoffman. doing it. Jefferson (Airplane) did not make me
He says he started believing Spence when he
do drugs. Having to perform made me do
heard him playing drums at Grace Baptist
drugs," Spence says.
Church on a Wednesday night.
Although Moby Grape was good enough for
"I knew right then there was something to
the Sony Music Company to re-release a fourwhat he was saying. Then some friends and I
disc collection of the band’s music this year,
were looking through an issue of Rolling Stone Spence says one of the reasons he did drugs
was for confidence.
and there he was, arm in arm with Robert
"All musicians want to be really good. When
Plant," Hoffman says.
I was up there (performing) I didn’t know
"Robert Plant was an admirer of ours and
what I was doing."
we (Moby Grape) were admirers of him," says
Spence says he had the opportunity to talk
Spence.
After realizing Skip Spence really did live
with superstar Janis Joplin at parties on Haight
next door to him. Hoffman says he was
Street in San Francisco.
"Janis was a very wise girl. She reminded
shocked.
me of my grandmother. She got in, made it big,
"I get pretty star-struck. He is everything I’d
and got out. She stuck a needle in her arm and
want to be as a musician. Look at him now,"
hung it up," he says.
says Hoffman.
Spence, sitting on the sidewalk outside T&P
After one year of playing drums for JefferLiquors, takes a drag from his cigarette. Lookson Airplane, whose hits include "White Rabing at a few panhandlers walking by, he says,
bit" and "Somebody to Love," Spence left to
"This place reminds me of the Haight (district)
help form Moby Grape.
after the war."
"There were a lot of things happening with
Laughter consumes him.
Jefferson (Airplane) I didn’t understand, so I
"Musicians always have their down periods.
left," he says.
I’ll make it again," he says.
Although Moby Grape’s first album, "Moby
Grape," received a maximum five-star rating
Jack Bunting
by Rolling Stone magazine, the band broke up
by the time Woodstock happened in 1969. Pop-

Musicians always have
their down periods.
I’ll make it again.’

Skip Spence jams on a friend’s drum set at the FIJI
house. Wednesday nights Spence plays drums at the
Grace Baptist Church Community Center.

Spence has fond memories of his associations with such artists as
Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix and Robert Plant.
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Martin Lawrence is raw.
Like his predecessor Eddie
Murphy, Lawrence has chosen
to make his stand-up comedy
some of the raunchiest his fans
have ever seen.
That has created a problem
for Lawrence, whose new
movie has been slapped with
an NC-17 rating. What does
this mean for the black comedi-

an, whose success has been partially attributed to his young
fans?
His TV sitcom "Martin,"
which shows on the Fox network, is full of slapstick and
off-beat humor. The show features Martin and friends hamming it up in "Living Color"
style. The show is popular
among teenagers and young

FREE TACO

w/ purchase of an entree over $3.95
Come taste our authentic mexican foods.
1
All of our entrees are under $6.95!
1

’ T.J.’s is open till 3am Thurs.-sat.
illain-lOpm Monday- Wednesday
I Located between 2nd &3rd
I at 71 E. San Fernando St.

adults.
With an NC-17 rating, "You
So Crazy" could be a bomb at
the box office. Under the guidelines of the Motion Picture
Association of America, only
people over 17 years of age
would be admitted to the
movie. Miramax, Lawrence,
HBO and the director Thomas
Schlanune met last week to
decide whether they wanted to
appeal the rating.
On Feb. 19, Lawrence stirred
more controversy when he
appeared on "Saturday Night
Live." His beginning monologue was filled with such
filthy language that SNL censors had to bleep out half the
segment.
Martin spoke about feminine
cleanliness and gave quite
vivid descriptions of douching
and oral sex on a female. He
gave his own preferences and
told the audience that he liked

it better when he went down
on a girl who didn’t "smell like
It was reported that
Lawrence did use vulgarity
during rehearsal and SNI..
decided to censor his monologue before they went on the
air. Because of the time difference, New York residents saw
the show in its entirety. West
coast viewers saw the edited
version.
CeeCee Harris handles public relations for "SNL" at NBC
studios in Manhattan. When
asked about the reaction to
Lawrence’s monologue, Harris
said she could not reveal any
information that could create
controversy.
"We did receive a number of
phone calls after the show. NBC
does not reveal the content of
those calls or their exact number," Harris said. "On an average, we did receive quite a few

EXPIRES 3-15-94

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.
;; . ...
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(415) 282-3550

(415) 282-8000

New Bar & Grill!
Full Bar
Electronic Darts
Pool Table

"WORK HARD
PLAY HARD"
1620 Almaden Road
(near Alma Avenue)
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Publicity photo

Theresa Randle and Wesley Snipes in "Sugar Hill."

(408) 292-1404

750 DRAFT THURSDAYS
SJSU

6 )

Cant Broglia

2’ ee t44t’s sttpr isn’t .covet

’298-5030
298-5038 FAX

3979 24TH ST.
S.F. CA 94114

more calls last week than normal."
Lawrence has chosen to
make a name for himself by
using vulgarity and sexual connotations as his trademark. Possibly, he used his "SNL" monologue to get back at those people who want to censor his
movie.
"The reason we made this
film is because Martin has a
unique way of connecting with
his audience on a personal level
about racism, relationships and
topical issues which concern
everyone today," says
Schlamme, director of "You So
Crazy."
"His message is meant to be
insightful and his intentions are
completely without malice."
Martin Lawrence’s new film
is scheduled to open nationwide in mid-March.

"Sugar Hill" sets out to
deliver a different kind of message: people can have a change
of heart after a life full of setbacks.
Wesley Snipes plays Roemello: a cool, suave, and sometimes even sensitive drug dealer controlling the streets of
Harlem with his unpredictable,
ruthless older brother Raynathan, played by Michael
Wright.
The two no-nonsense brothers work side by side as kings
of the underworld in the
Harlem ghetto.
The twist to the plot is that

Romello wants to change his
life around. A series of events
forces him to stay in the drug
business longer than he anticipates, which could possibly
cost him his life.
The title "Sugar Hill" is
taken from a well-known
Harlem neighborhood that represents the aspirations and
hopes of the ghetto.
Snipes is better in "Sugar
Hilt’ than in any of his previous
films. He displays a seldomseen sensitive and compassionate side.
Snipes looks very G.Q. and
sexy. The wardrobe he sports
throughout the movie make

him look absolutely irresistible
The "Sugar Hill" soundtrack
supplies a nice smorgasboard
of jazz, rap, reggae and rhythm
and blues, which helps set the
dramatic tone for a realistictype drama.
For hopeless romantics who
enjoy a good romance,there is a
romance brewing amidst all the
violence and depressing scenes.
Snipes’ character falls in love
with Melissa, played by Theresa Randle, which is one of the
good things to look forward to.
Some of the scenes were a
tad gruesome to sit through
and the film was often depressing as well, due to a theme of
constant struggle to rise out of
the ghetto.
"Sugar Hill" will not glamorize being a street drug dealer
like most movies have a tendency to do. I didn’t leave the
theater feeling hyped up, but
that’s not to say "Sugar Hill"
isn’t worth the price of a movie
ticket. The whole point to
"Sugar Hill" is to deliver a distinct message that people can
really change through life’s
worst circumstances.
Ilene Meeks

Random
1P)ral bJ

The return of John Zom’s
COBRA to the Great American Music Hall this Tuesday
prompts the reconsideration
of several questions regarding
his music: Can music be
looked at as language? Language as music? What is the
relation of the musical performance to the athletic performance? Of the language game
to the music game? What is
the nature of the "rule" with
respect to these performances?
These questions do not necessarily seek answers; they are
inscribed within what can he
referred to as the COBRA
gamewhich is entirely the
Zom gameand criss-cross
the surface of a very specific
creation. They are not asked,
necessarily; they are very simply raised.
But how are they raised?
COBRA is a process of interaction between discreet musical
components (e.g. musicians)
mediated by a "prompter" (in
this case, Zorn himself). The
prompter is in the position of
establishing a regime of signs,
or body of rules (linguistic,
gesticular, etc.) through which
the play of improvisation is
allowed to operate. The substance of this operation is, of
course, left entirely up to the
musicians (here, pianist
Anthony Coleman, harpist
Zeena Parkins and guitarist
Marc Ribot), but there is a
logic to the game; Zorn’s own
complex series of colored
flags, hand signals and other
pre-coded signifiers which
indicate to the musicians not
so much what to play, but
when.. .and how much.
As all games, COBRA is
subject to certain rules, and
those rules are strictly
enforced. But they are also
adhered to strictly. They (it)
open(s) up the possibility for a
language/music game that is,
instead of being subject to an
ultimate recodification at the
hands of a particular metagame, brought into an arena
where anything can happen.
The rules do not constrict;
they allow for the possibility
of freedom. American Music
Hall, 859 O’Farrell St., San
Francisco; 8 p.m.; tickets $16 in
advance; 415/885-0756.

THURS

DAY

ART’S NATURAL SPIRIT
Mary Hull Webster, an artist,
teacher and contributing editor
to Artweek, will moderate a
panel discussion on issues of
art, nature and spirituality in
conjunction with the San Jose
Museum of Art exhibition "In
the Spirit of Nature." The exhibition features three Bay Area
artists who use images and
materials drawn from the natural world to create large-scale
installations, sculpture, and
intimately-sized paintings.
While differing greatly in final
form, these artists’ works invite
us to rediscover and honor our
reconnection to the earth. Panelists will include exhibition
curator Diannne Hoover
and participating artist
Kenna Moser.
San lose Museum of Art, 110
W. Market St., 6 p.m.,
408/294-2787.
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A SOMEWHAT LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

a former internee, and Richard
Tanaka, of the San Jose Commission on the Internment of
Local Japanese Americans will
also speak and a brief taiko
drumming performance will
precede the event.
Federal Building, 280 South 1st
St., 12 noon, 408(77-2789.

SUN 0 DAY
THE JAZZ GARDEN
Veteran jazz artists l’ee Wee
Claybrook and Allen Smith
will perform at The Garden

Start Spring Break Early
....Get Tan
50% OFF
Any
Single Session
Valid Student
ID Required

FREE Month*

Unlimited

FREE Month
Membership
A $35 Value
limited Avail.

Tanning
As Low As
$29/month
w/purchase of
V.I.P. Membership

*Session Fees Apph

Spring Break
Tanning Studio

294-0800 ,
140 Paseo De San Antonio

Bring This Coupon For
20% OFF
HATCHALMACALLIT
gs60
-.jb

SATU RL DAY
HOMELESS THEATER
The Los Angeles Poverty
Department (the other LAPD)
creates theater by and about
the homeless. About Homelessness: Good Works and the
Associated Student Program
Board of SJSU will present "San
lose: Wanted by the LAPD"
through March 11. Tonight, the
program will present ’The History of the LAPD - Improvisations and Scenes as Selectively
Remembered and Performed
By These Three or So People
Who Are Doing It."
SISU, Studeio Theater, Theater
Arts Dept., #103, 7:30p.m.,
408/924-6350.
SCULPTURE DEDICATION
A bas-relief sculpture depicting
the internment of Japanese
Americans during World War I
will be erected near Second
Street and dedicated Saturday.
Mayor Susan Hammer and
Congressman Norm Mineta
will be keynote speakers, along
with artist and former internee
Ruth Asawa. Fred Korematsu,

PLACE

’

Grill & Stir Fry Specialties
JUST OPENED
( I/2 Block From Toons)
40 E. Santa Clara St.
Open: Mon - Sun dam. - 10p.m.
999-01306 (for take-out)

4411

4444

Quality Food Affordable Prices *Fast

City for one night Claybrook,
an 81 -year-old tenor saxophone
player, began his professional
career playing on the river
boats with Jimm Blanton. Upon
moving to the West Coast,
Claybrook became a regular
with the band of Earl "Fatha"
Hines. Smith, a trumpet and
flugel horn player, has toured
with Ella Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett, Pearl Bailey, Duke Ellington, Nelson Riddle and Louis
Bellson and is one of the Bay
Area’s most distinguished jazz
artists.
The Garden City, 360 South
Saratoga Ave., 9 p.m., 408/2443333.

Body Piercing
as featured in the etc.
Custom Leather
Alterations
Novelties & Cards
B & D Equipment
Videos
Latex

969 Park Ave
San Jose, Ca 95126

(408) 293-7660
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the sounds of the queen
of jazz, Ella Fitzgerald,
are mixed with the
soothing stylings of Sade
and the melancholy
music of Jim Croce. Also
thrown into the mix is a
touch of opera and classical pieces.
"It has a very intimate
atmosphere. It is the ultimate place to take a
date," says Jon Solomon,
a senior majoring in journalism.
The lunch menu features a lemon poached
salmon nicoise salad and
sandwiches, such as a
fresh dungeness crab
melt with cheddar
cheese and cucumber
salad or baked eggplant
with pest, artichoke
hearts, sundried tomato
and provolone.
Desserts include
crŁmebrulee, biscotti
and sour cream fudge
cake with vanilla ice
cream and caramel
sauce.
"The creme brulee is
very good and baked to
perfection," says
Solomon.
Tabak takes pride m
the restaurant’s predomPhotos by John Lee
inantly Californian wine
Chef and co-owner Mark Tavak, a former SJSU student who finished selection on its stock of
his education at a New York culinary school, prepares one of his
"good, drinkable wines."
lunchtime meals.
Bottles range from $18 to
$60, and most are priced
below $24, with a $7
corking fee.
"We really look for
good deals," Tabak says.
For those who prefer
beer, 71 Saint Peter stocks Fisback within five years, but
ucked away in a
low-lit building at 71
because of his restaraunt’s
cher, Heineken and Amstel.
San Pedro sits 71 Saint sucess, the loans will be paid
Tabak said he feels the
Peteran elegant restaurant
off by the end of this year.
restaurant is a success because
At age 14, Tabak got into the
nestled amid the bustling
he and Tiano have done what
restaurant business as a busboy they set out to doby offering
crowd of San Jose’s restored
a waiter, and then went on to
San Pedro Square.
quality food at a good price.
work as a cook. He made the
Co-Owner Mark Tabak
"People are happy and we
decision to get an education
opened the restaurant on July
have a lot of regular cus7 1493 and describes the cuisine and then return to the restautomers," Tabak says.
rant business, but as an owner.
as a blend of "country French
From busboy to waiter, cook
and Italian which is approach"You definitely have a differ- and now owner, Tabak is a
able."
ent view when you’re the
modern day success story. After
owner," he says.
Tabak, who completed his
one year everything will be
general education at SJSU in
"You realize the value of
paid off and all his concentra1988, went on to attend the
es cry customer. The thing I am
tion can be spent on his restaCulinary Institute of America in most proud of is that we are
raunt instead of the debts.
Hyde Park, New York, often
consistent. When people come
Tabak says he eventually
in here they know they will get
touted as one of the best cookwants to open more restaurants
a good meal."
ing schools in the world.
but isn’t sure when that will
Upon completion of his
With a wood ceiling and
happen. For now, he seems
schooling Tabak, along with
brick walls, the decor adds a
pleased with his accomplishArmand Tiano Jr., got investors
rustic warmth to the restaurant, ment.
to fund 71 Saint Peter.
while the music lends an air of
According to Tabak, many of sophistication.
Theodore Schmidt
these investors were to be paid
The swooning of Sinatra and

14iS Rola.
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drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

Serving in style
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin Sr Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available
OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00pm 294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

50 EVERY THURSDAY

12 OZ BEERS!
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6PM TO MIDNIGHT

OPEN UNTIL 3AM I
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ROCK N TACOS
HEALTH MEX

1 W. SANTA CLARA ST.1
BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)
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GET ROCKED!
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993-8230
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